When the stable homotopy category is localized with respect to ordinary topological K-theory, it becomes highly algebraic. In this paper, an algebraic classification of K,-local spectra is obtained using a 'united K-homology theory' K, cRT which combines the complex, real, and selfconjugate theories.
Introduction
Our purpose in this work is to investigate the algebraic structure of the stable homotopy category localized with respect to K-homology theory, and to giv;f an algebraic classification of K,-local spectra. Before describing our results more fully, we must recall the general theory of homological localizations of spectra. For a given spectrum E, there is an associated homology theory with E,X= rr,(Er\X) for each spectrum X, and a spectrum Y is called E,-local if each E,-equivalence V + W of spectra induces an isomorphism The K,-localization Sl of the sphere spectrum is a nonconnective version of the Im J spectrum, and the K,-localization of an arbitrary spectrum X is given by XK= @AX. A spectrum Y is K,-local if and only if, for each prime p, the mod p homotopy groups [MZ/p, Y] * are periodic with periodicity induced by Adams' K,-equivalences _X2pP2MZ/p -MZ/p for p odd and C8MZ/2 -+ MZ/2 for p = 2. The class of K,-local spectra includes all rational spectra and all KO-module spectra, and is closed under homotopy inverse limits and homotopy direct limits.
In [13] , working at an odd prime p, we gave an algebraic classification of the K (,),-local homotopy types of spectra, i.e., the simultaneously K,-local and plocal homotopy types. We relied strongly on the fact, first observed by Adams and Baird [4] , that the &-term of the Kcpj* -Adams spectral sequence for KcP1,-local mapping class groups always vanishes above homological degree 2. Unfortunately, that vanishing property does not generally hold in the Kc2), (or KOc2,,)-Adams spectral sequence. In the present work, we achieve the desired vanishing by using a 'united K-homology theory' KY'. The idea of this theory is derived from work of Anderson [6] and Atiyah [9] although its homological advantages seem to have gone unnoticed.
The united K-homology of a spectrum Y is just
KCRTY= {K,Y,KO,Y,KT,Y} *
regarded as a bigraded object equipped with primary operations, where KT is the 4-periodic spectrum of self-conjugate K-theory (sometimes denoted by KC or KSC). We initially view K, cRTY as an object of an algebraic abelian category CRT which takes account of all the 'KO-module operations' such as the periodicity operations, the Hopf operations v, the conjugation operations w-l, the complexification and reaiification operations, etc., and we later view K,CRTY as an object of a richer algebraic abelian category ACRT which additionally takes account of the Adams operations.
In [6] , Anderson constructed long exact sequences which relate the constituents of KFRT Y = {K, Y, KO, Y, KT, Y}. When the corresponding sequences are exact for an object M= {MC,MR,MT)
of CRT or ACRT, we call M CRT-acyclic. We prove in Theorem 3.4 that an object ME CRT has injective and projective dimension I 1 if and only if M is CRT-acyclic. This leads to the result in Theorem 7.3 that an object MEACRT has injective dimension 52 if and only if Mis CRTacyclic. In particular, for each spectrum Y, K, CRTY has injective dimension ~2 in
ACRT.
For a KO-module spectrum N, we construct a homotopy object n,CRrN = { ~,(NA C(V)), n,N, n,(NA C(q2))1
in CRT, and we obtain a natural isomorphism where ( )K denotes the K,-localization of [l 11 . This Ext term vanishes for s> 2 and seems quite calculable for SI 2 by methods explained in Section 7.
To classify K,-local spectra, we prove in Theorem 10.1 that for each CRT-acyclic object ME ACRT, there exists a K,-local spectrum X with KyTX=M.
Two Of course, when Ext ihRT(M, M) = 0 for a CRT-acyclic object ME ACRT, there is a unique homotopy type realizing M. By 10.4, this happens in each of the following cases: (i) Mhas injective dimension 5 1, e.g. M-u(G) for a CRT-acyclic object GE CRT; (ii) the non-trivial 'rational homotopy groups of M' never occur in successive dimensions and MC is either free abelian or divisible; (iii) MC is trivial in all odd (or all even) dimensions.
Our classification results lead to a rich diversity of finite CW-spectra, since each K,-local spectrum X with K,X of finite type must be of the form X= FK for a finite spectrum F by Theorem 11.1, and thus each CRT-acyclic object MEACRT of finite type must occur as M-KyTF for a finite spectrum F. We believe that our machinery will have other interesting applications.
For instance, using a suitable tensor product for objects of CRT, we can derive a Kunneth short exact sequence for the united K-homology of a smash product of spectra or a product of spaces, which we plan to discuss elsewhere. We hope that this will provide a convenient approach to the KG-homology of a product. The results of this paper are easily localized at a set P of primes, using Kg: in place of KzRT and Z (,)-modules in place of abelian groups throughout. We work in the homotopy category of CW-spectra [3] or any of the other equivalent versions of the stable homotopy category. By a ring spectrum E we mean a spectrum with an associative multiplication E A E + E and a two sided unit So + E, and by a (left) E-module spectrum X we mean a spectrum with a unitary and associative multiplication E A X+ X.
The operations of united K-theory
In this section, we recover and extend some results of Anderson [6] , Atiyah [9] , and Green [ 161, on the spectrum KT of self-conjugate K-theory, giving independent proofs using standard properties of K and KO. We then completely determine the algebra Alg(CRT) of graded KO-module maps relating K, KO, and KT. To establish notion, we first recall: Finally, the unit map S'-+K extends to a map from C(q) =S" U, e2 to K which induces an equivalence KO A C(q) 2: K of KO-module spectra. Now c : KO -+ K is induced by a bottom cell inclusion So + C(q); rB,' : K + E2K0 is induced by a top cell projection C(q) + S2; and WC' : K + K is induced by a map a : C(q) --f C(q) of degree 1 on the O-cell and degree -1 on the 2-cell.
The spectrum KT.
The spectrum KT of self-conjugate K-theory [6, 9, 16] To make KT a commutative ring spectrum we need:
Properties of C(#).
The map q2 : .Z2C(q2) -+ C(q2) is trivial since it factors through Ss + So by [22, p. 281. Thus
[C(V~), KTI ,, = n,KT@ n, + ,KT, and the maps Z"C(q2) -+ KT are rationally detectable for n =0,3 mod 4. 
The graded ring n,KT.
Using the cofibration sequence
KO : KT -E3K0 -EKO
and knowledge of c * : n,KO + n,K, we find that [, : n4,KT= n4,,K for all n. Thus there is a multiplicatively invertible generator Br E n4KT-Z with c,(Br) = Bh and B7 : E4KT= KT. Let q E n,KT= Z/2 be the generator ~(1) for q E nlSo and choose a generator o E n3KT= Z. The commutative graded ring n,KT is now determined since r12 = 0, qo = 0, and m2 = 0. Moreover, E ,:n,KOjn,KTandr,:n,KT-tn,K are determined by E*(V) = II, s*(5) = 2Br, s*(BR) = B$, C,(q) = 0, c*(o) = 0, C*(BT)=& 
Anderson duality.
There is a categorical anti-automorphism
which acts as the identity on objects and satisfies x2(f)=f, x(fg)=x(g))x(p), x(1) = 1, and x(fk h) =x(f) + x(h) for arbitrary morphismsf, g, h. It is determined by the equations x(e)=r, x(r)=&, x(()=Y, x(Y)=~, x(rl)=rl, x(Bc)=&, [7, 12, 23] ) closely related to that of Brown and Comenetz [14] .
1.11. Cofibration sequences of united K-theory. Smashing KO with the cofibration sequence
we obtain Anderson's cofibration sequence
with maps labeled up to sign, where the third sequence is equivalent via B, : Z2K= K to i l-l&
KT-K-K-IltZKT
and where the maps are determined using 1.9.
The united K-homology functor K*cRT
In this section, we introduce the functor KFRT which carries a spectrum X to an object KFRTX= {K,X, KO,X, KT,X) of: The subscripts of B and of I+-' will sometimes be omitted.
2.2
The functors KFRT. The united K-homology functor KFRT carries a spectrum X to the object K, cRTX= (K,X, KO,X, KT,X} of CRT with operations induced by the maps of Section 1. Clearly, KFRT preserves suspensions, takes wedges to direct sums, and takes cofibration sequences to exact sequences. Though seldom needed in this paper, there is also a united K-cohomology functor K&T which carries a spectrum X to an object K&T x= {K*X,KO*X, KT*X} in CRT with GRT-U~=JGTX.
CRT-acyclicity.
For an object MECRT, the sequences are also acyclic since they may be derived from the commutative ladders
For a spectrum X, the objects K*CRTX E CRT and K&TX are CR T-acyclic by 1.11, and we recover the exact sequences of Anderson [6] from (i)-(v). Similarly,
The free objects of CRT are CRT-acyclic and have geometric interpretations as the united K-homologies of wedges of copies of spectra S", PC(q), and Z;"C(q2). Specifically, there are isomorphisms
in CRT where D is the Spanier-Whitehead duality functor. These may be established as formal consequences of the natural isomorphism
for a KO-module spectrum E and finite spectrum J. for H,Le {C,R, T}. There are isomorphisms Ao(G,n)=Ac(G,n+2k), AR(G,n)z AR(G, n + 8k), and A,(G, n) =Ar(G, n + 4k) for all G, n, k. The object /i&G, n) is always CRT-acyclic, while /1R(G, n) and Ar(G, n) are CRT-acyclic if and only if G is 2-divisible.
It is straightforward, to show that there is an isomorphism This shows, for each spectrum X, that K, cRTX has projective dimension I 1 and injective dimension 5 1 in CRT. The similarity of our results on injective dimension to those on projective dimension is not surprising in view of the Anderson duality (1.10) for Alg(CRT). To prepare for the proofs of 3.2 and 3.3 we must first study: 3.5. The abelian category Znv. Let (1, J,-'} be the group with (I,v-')~= 1, and let Znu be the category of Z{ 1, I,-'}-modules, i.e. abelian groups with an involution V -l. For an abelian group G, let G 0 t,-'G E Zno, i+G E Zno, and i-G EZnu respectively denote G @ G with I,-' interchanging summands, G with ry-' = 1, and G with w-l= -1. For an object MeZnu, let M+ and M-respectiveIy denote {xeM 1 v/-'x=x} and {XEM 1 we'x= -x}. An object M~znu is called Znu-acyclic when the chain complex '&7*(M) given by
is acyclic. Thus G@r+-'G is Znu-acyclic for each G, whiIe i+G and i-G are Znu-acyclic if and only if G is uniquely 2-divisible. Using Znu-acyclicity in place of CRT-acyclicity, we now obtain precursors of Theorems 3.2-3.4.
Proposition.
For an object Melno, the following are equivalent:
, M is isomorphic to G @ I,-'G for a free abelian group G.
Proof. The equivalence (i) N (ii) follows by [21, 4. 111, while (i) e (iii) follows by [15, 74 .31 when G is finitely generated and by [lo, 4 .51 otherwise. 0
When M is finitely generated, the following result is a special case of [15, 74 .31.
Proposition. Each free abelian object ME Znu is isomorphic to (G @ I,-'G) 0 i'ff 0 i-Z for free abelian groups G, H, and I.
Proof. The quotient M/M+ is free abelian with I,-' = -1 since M/M+= (1 -y-')MCM.
The associated short exact sequence
-+ g*(M+) -+ g.+.(M) + g&M/M+) + 0
has a boundary homomorphism i3,: M/W 0 Z/2 + M+ @ Z/2 given by a,[x] = [(I + y-')x1. By inductively modifying a well-ordered basis for the free abelian group M+, choose a basis {a,},U {bp}p for M+ such that {a,}, projects to a basis for the Z/2-module coker a, and {bp}p projects trivially to coker a,. Likewise choose a basis {c~}~ U {cI,}~ for M/M+ such that {c~}~ projects to a basis for im a, and (d&j6 projects trjvially to jm a,, The elements cg and f& have liftjngs i;,EM and $EM with (1+ ~,-~)C~y~Span{b~}~ and (1+ I+-')&=O. Thus
where Span[{@Js U {CY>J is a free Z{ 1, v-")-module by Proposition 3.6. q
Proposition. Each 2-divisible object ME Inu is isomorphic to (GO w-'G)@ i+H@ i-I for a divisible 2-torsion group G and 2-divisible groups H and I.
Proof. Choose a ~ecomposifion$IJ={V
and let G be a divisible 2-torsion group with 2G = I/. Since M is 2-divisible, the inclu- 
i) M is injective in Inu; (ii) M is Inv-acyclic and divisible; (iii) M is isomorphic to (G 0 I,-' G) @ i+H@ i-Z for a divisible 2-torsion group G and divisible 2-torsion free groups H and I. 0
An immediate consequence of Propositions 3.6 and 3.9 or of [21, 4. Since Per/tars is free abelian, it decomposes as (GO v-'G) @ i+H@ i-Z. The epimorphism q&t : P,,r/tors + qstPo restricts to an epimorphism q&r : G + ty&rPo' since (q&r)~ = 0 = (~E~)s)E and (q&s) I+-' = q&r. Choose a basis {s,},U {tr}, for G such that (s,}, projects to a basis for qcsPo' and (tr}r projects trivially to q&rPo', and lift each s, to an element .& E PO'. The corresponding map 0, Fr&, 0) + P is manic, and its cokernel P is CRT-acyclic with PC free abelian, PC= (PC)' @(PC)-, v2(PR)=0, and +@-,r) =O. Repeat this construction in successive dimensions to finally give a cokernel which is trivial by Proposition 3.11. Thus the original object M is free in CRT. is CRT-acyclic with MC divisible and ty2(Mf)=0. Repeat this construction in successive dimensions to give a CRT-acyclic kernel N with NC divisible and q2(NR) =O. Let E be a divisible 2-torsion group with 2E= q&r(N[) and choose a homomorphism NT+ E extending the identity on q~t(N~). It is straightforward to show that the induced map N-+AT(E, 3) is onto with 2Nc --f 2-4 T-E 3)' onto since q~r(~N~)= q.sr(NT). The kernel N of N-+AT(E, 3) is CRT-acyclic with NC divisible, q2(NR) =O, and JET =O. Repeat this construction in successive dimensions to finally give a CRT-acyclic kernel P satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.11 with PC divisible. There are natural decompositions Pf = (PC) ' and P T -* -(Pf)' 0 (P,", I)+ by Theorem 4.6 below. These combine with decompositions of P~~Ztzo from Proposition 3.9 to provide a decomposition of P as a finite direct sum of objects A,(G,,n) and /1R(A,,n) where the G, are divisible 2-torsion, and the A, are divisible without 2-torsion. The original object now decomposes as specified in Theorem 3.3(iii). 0
The ahelian categories C and CR
The united K-homology {K,X, KO,X, KT,X} of a spectrum X can often be replaced by K,X or by {K,X, KO,X} without essential loss. To permit this we in-traduce abelian categories C and CR containing these simpler homology objects, and we establish relations between these categories and CRT.
4.1. The abelian category C. To deal with K,X for a spectrum X, let C be the category of graded left modules over the algebra Alg(C) of graded KO-module selfmaps of K. Thus an object of C is a graded abelian group M with homomorphisms (called operations) B : M, = M, + 2 and I,/-' : M* = M,, satisfying the relations v/-V ' = 1 and I,-'B= -By/ -I. A morphism in C is a graded homomorphism of degree 0 commuting with the above operations. Clearly C is an abelian category with a suspension functor L': C= C defined by (ZM), = M, _ 1. The functors K, and K * carry a spectrum X to objects K,X and K*X of C with properties as in 2.
2. An object ME C is called C-acyclic when 
Proof. Since MC is C-acyclic by Proposition 3.11, this follows from the above lemmas using the comparison result of 2.3. 0
For a spectrum X with q = 0 in KO,X, or equivalently with K,X C-acyclic, we have now 'computed' KO,X and KT,X in terms of K,X.
4.7.
The abelian category CR. To deal with {K,X,KO,X} for a spectrum X, let CR be the category of graded left modules over the preadditive category Alg(CR) whose objects are K and KO, and whose morphisms are the graded KO-module maps between objects. Thus an object of CR is a pair M= {MC, MR} of Z-graded abelian groups with homomorphisms (called operations) A morphism of CR is a pair of graded homomorphisms of degree 0 commuting with the above operations. Clearly, CR is an abelian category with a suspension functor Z: CR = CR defined by (ZM)* = M, _ , . Let KcR and K& be the functors carrying a spectrum X to objects K!fRX= {K,X, KO,X} and K&X= (K*X, KO*X} of CR with properties as in 2.
2. An object MECR is called CR-acyclic when the chain complexes
(ii) . . . -aM," A qM,R,r II, vM,R,~ A . . . are acyclic. Note that (ii) is automatically acyclic when q = 0 in MR or when (i) is acyclic with A4:= 0 for some n. For a spectrum X, KcRX is CR-acyclic if and only if q acts acyclically on q(KO,X), and this holds automatically when Q = 0 in KO,X or when K,X=O for some n. For each n E Z, there are monogenic free objects Fc(b, n) E CR and FR (b, n) E CR obtained by restricting their namesakes in 2.4. A free object of CR is a direct sum of monogenic free objects. For each n E Z and L E {C, R}, the forgetful functor ( )f; : CR +Ab has a right adjoint AL( , n) : Ab + CR obtained by restricting its namesake in 2.5. The free objects of CR provide enough projecives, while the finite direct sums of objects &(Gn,n) and AR(H,,n) with G, and H,, divisible provide enough injectives in CR. The functors
are now defined as usual for L, ME CR, SI 0, and t E Z. Using the methods of Section 3, it is straightforward to prove the following three results.
Proposition.
For an object ME CR, the following are equivalent: 
acyclic, then there are natural isomorphisms a'(MCR) =M-a(MCR),
Proof. Since MCR is CR-acyclic, this follows from the above lemmas using the comparison result of 2.3. Cl
For a spectrum X with q acting acyclically on u(KO,X), we have now 'computed'
KT,X in terms of (K,X, KO,X}. When K,X and K,Y are trivial in odd (or even)
dimensions, we have a further vanishing result for Ext&-(K,""'X,K~RTY). 
Theorem. If L,MECRT are CRT-acyclic objects with Lf=O=MF and if t is odd, then

Stable Adams operations in united K-theory
For a spectrum X, we shall equip KFTX= {K,X, KO,X, KT,X} with Adams operations and place it in an abelian category ACRT of 'CRT objects with stable Adams operations. ' We begin by introducing a category A of 'abelian groups with stable Adams operations.' 
Adams operations Wk:K,X[l/k]=K,X[l/k], @:KO,X[l/k]=KO*X[l/k], and Wk:KT.+X[l/k]= KT,X[l/k].
With this additional structure, we have:
Theorem. For a spectrum X, the objects K,X, KffRX, and K!fRTX respectively belong to AC, ACR, and ACRT.
Proof. For a finite CW subspectrum belongs to A+, KT,X belongs to A by Proposition 5.4, and the theorem now follows by 5.8. 0
The abelian category A
To prepare for a homological study of ACRT in Section 7 we now study the abelian category A of 'abelian groups with stable Adams operations' introduced in 5.1. We first examine the P-localized versions of A and then construct a functor O:1nu~+A which is right adjoint to the forgetful functor.
The P-localized categories.
For an arbitrary set P of primes, we may use Zq)-modules instead of abelian groups in all of our definitions and thereby obtain P-localized versions Jtly) of our various abelian categories Jbt. In most cases .,&(,) may be identified with the full subcategory of P-local objects in &, and the inclusion functor ~~,~cJtl has the obvious left adjoint ( )OZ(, 
N"' E S'B(p). Thus Acpj is the product of its abelian subcategories S'B(p) for
O~ilp -2, where each S'B(p) is equivalent to B(p).
There is a simplified con- By [13, 5. 
71, the forgetful functor B(p) -+ B(p)' is a categorical isomorphism. Thus a torsion object of B(p) corresponds to ap-torsion
abelian group with a locally nilpotent operator I+?'= I/ -1. As noted by Ravenel [20] , these torsion objects have been studied by Iwasawa in connection with cyclotomic fields (see [17, 18] ).
For A(,, and for more general categories AcP,, it is convenient to use:
A forgetful equivalence A,, -+ ~4;~).
Let P be a set of primes and let r be an integer such that: r generates (Z/p2)* for each odd p E P; r= f 3 mod 8 when 2 E P; and Ir ( 2 2 when P is empty. Such an r always exists for a finite set P of primes by the Chinese remainder theorem. Moreover, r generates (Z/p")* for each odd p E P and n 2 1, and r generates a factor of order 2"-2 in (Z/2")* 
Proposition.
The forgetful functor A -+ Inu has a right adjoint 0: Inu + A which commutes with S' for each i E Z and preserves arbitrary direct sums.
Proof. If UG is a universal A-object over Gelno, then S'UG is a universal A-object over S'G, and thus u(S'G) = S'(DG). If UGj is a universal A-object over Gj E Inv for each j in a set, then oj ~Gj is a universal A-object over oj Gj, since each object of A is covered by its subobjects in Af, and thus o( oj ~j) = aj ~Gj.
Combining these observations with the results of Proposition 3.9 and 6.5, we obtain a universal A-object over each injective object of Znu. The required functor Uis then obtained using injective resolutions in Znu. 0 6.7. Proposition. 
There is a natural isomorphism Z(,)@ O(G)-O(Z,,,@ G) for G E Znv
Let P and r be as in 6.4. Then the fundamental sequence Seq(M;r) is exact for each MEA(~).
Proof. For a short exact sequence 0 + M' + M+ M" + 0 in Acp), if any two of Seq(M';r), Seq(M;r), and Seq(A4";r) are exact then so is the third. Moreover, the class of objects MEA(~) with Seq(M;r) exact is closed under direct sums, sequential direct limits, and the action of S' for in Z. This class clearly contains each
MEA(~).
It contains each p-torsion ME By for an odd p E P and contains each 2-torsion ME A[*) for 2 E P, because it contains the quotients of the increasing filtration of M by the kernels of (4' 
Ext functors in the abelian category ACRT
The K$RT-Adams-spectral sequence will involve Ext functors in ACRT, which we now investigate algebraically.
Although there are no nontrivial projectives in ACRT, there are enough injectives, and they may be constructed using: given by is exact in ACRT for an object MEACRT, where P and r are as in 6.4.
Injectives in ACRT.
By adjointness, OG is injective in ACRT whenever G is injective in CRT, and there are enough such injectives in ACRT. Using properties of CRT and 0, we successively deduce: (i) each injective ME ACRT is CRT-acyclic and has divisible MC; (") 11 each injective in ACRT is injective in CRT; (iii) an arbitrary direct sum of injectives in ACRT is injective; (iv) each injective in ACRT is a direct sum of a rational injective and p-torsion injectives for various p; (v) the injectives in ACRT are closed under localizations at sets of primes. 
For L E ACRT and GE CRT, there are adjunction isomorphisms
EXt&-(L, DG) = Ext&(L, G). #'(a, b) = (t/a -iitp'b, v'b) where 1%4(,,, is decomposed in CRT using the splitting ii : frM,,, + Mcp, of 0 --t MCP, -+ CJiVCP) -+ ker p -+ 0. 7.8. A case of the spectral sequence. For P and r as in 6.4, for t E Z, and for CRTacyclic objects L, ME ACRT with Horn' AC&L 0 Q, MO Q) = 0, the above spectral sequence reduces to an exact sequence dl
The machinery of 7.6-7.8 can be used to 'determine' Exti&r(L,M)
when L is of finite type or M is localized at a finite set of primes. To handle more general cases, we need: 
The united K-theory of a KC&module spectrum
For a KO-module spectrum N, we shall introduce the CRT-homotopy rrFRTNc CRT and show that KFTN= u(nzRT N) in ACRT. This will be needed for our construction of the KcRT -Adams spectral sequence in Section 9 and will lead to a universal coefficient theorem expressing [X, N], in terms of K,CRTX and n,CRTN for a spectrum X in 9.6. We shall also give a geometric interpretation of the fundamental sequence which may be used to derive the 'J-construction' for the K,-localization of a spectrum, without relying as in [l&4.3] on deep results of Mahowald and Miller. 
Consequently, for each finite ~20, the kernel of r?i: is an isomorphism for each spectrum X. is an isomorphism for each spectrum X. This follows for X= S" since K,CRTS" = FR(b, n) by 2.4, and then follows generally by the 5-lemma and limit arguments. 
Remark.
A fully algebraic description of the Adams differential d2 was obtained at an odd prime in [13,8. l] It is possible to choose finite spectra C and D with CK= AS: and DK= (MZ/2)i. For instance, we may take C of the form So U e2 U e3 where the 2-cell is attached to the bottom cell by q, and the 3-cell is attached to the 2-cell by a map of degree 2. Alternatively, as suggested by the referee, we may take C of the form S -* U e ' U e" U et U e2 where the (-1)-cell is attached to the bottom cell by a map of degree 2, the O-cell is attached to the bottom cell by q, the l-cell is attached to the (-l)-cell by q, and the top cell the l-cell by a map of degree 2. This is designed so that H*(C;Z/2) is the Adams-Priddy 'joker' as an A(l)-module where A(1) is the subalgebra of the mod-2 Steenrod algebra generated by Sq' and Sq2. As = Z/4, and hence 9 is not realizable.
A finiteness theorem
An object ME ACRT is said to be of finite type when each M,',Mf, 
Lemma. If GEA+ is finitely generated free abelian, then (TR(G,n)[ is the K,-localization of a finite spectrum.
Proof. Choose an object GE A+ such that GC GC GO Q, G/G is torsion, and c is free abelian on generators belonging to summands IV2i(G 0 Q) of GO Q. Proof. Using Lemma 11.6 choose a finitely generated free abelian object GEA+ and a map g: G-+ KO,X with y~g(G).
As in 9. 
